Verbal De-escalation Training for Conservation Law Enforcement: Surviving Verbal Conflict®
(Credit: Dolan Consulting Group, www.dolanconsultinggroup.com)

Video Introduction:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=16&v=9xqFej4TOw4&feature=emb_logo
Today’s increased service demands and the scrutiny placed upon public safety professionals have
resulted in a growing need to master verbal conflict management skills. When negative verbal
encounters escalate to the point where physical intervention is used, criticism often results when it is
later discovered that there is little evidence of verbal de-escalation techniques employed by officers.
This is particularly true when incident video and audio reviews are utilized. In some cases, it has become
clear that the verbal actions of the public safety responders served to escalate the situation.
Administrators are now asking, “Is this an area in which the training tape has run out? Have we
adequately trained our personnel to successfully manage and respond to verbal confrontations in a
professional manner?”
Verbal De-escalation training provides public safety professionals with time-tested communication skills
proven to help de-escalate volatile situations, safeguard fellow officers’ emotional and professional wellbeing, and significantly enhance the agency’s professional image. The course also provides opportunities
for the participants to participate in practical skill building so that when they complete the two-day
training they are well on their way to becoming more effective professionals in communication.
Course Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve public safety professionals’ verbal communication skills
How to apply Rhetoric- Aristotle’s Art of Persuasion (The art of using speech to persuade) when
deflecting & redirecting verbal abuse
Develop an understanding of Chief Dolan’s “Guardians of the Peace” concept “Language of the Street
Fallacy”, “TUI Pattern” (texting, typing or talking under the influence)
Diffuse potentially volatile verbal encounters
Avoid the “Rope-A-Dope Syndrome”
Understand the importance of managing “Hyper vigilance”
Raise organizational morale and grasp the concept of “Police Legitimacy”
Manage your verbal triggers & sidestep the “Niagara Falls Walk”
Significantly enhance the agency’s image throughout the community
Practice “Verbal Contact & Cover” principles
Apply the FAA’s “Sterile Cockpit Rule” on duty
Understand the importance of “Chief Dolan’s 24 Hour Rule” as a key component of communication
success

How to view the training:
•

•
•

Computer with a microphone is preferred
o The microphone is not mandatory, but it will allow you to ask questions live during the
session
o There is also the option to call into the session if you do not have a microphone and
would like to participate
Tablets or phones will work, but they are not ideal. It is more challenging to see the powerpoint
and instructor video when the screen is smaller. There are times when the instructor video does
not show up on a mobile device.
Zoom will download an application to participate in the session
o If you can't download the application, there is a browser option available

